"Archimedes" marked its anniversary

Ceremony for 40 years, "Archimedes"
Last night in the hall of the Music School "Mokranjac" ceremony held in Belgrade on the occasion
of 40 years of the Mathematical Society "Archimedes" from Belgrade to.
The nice atmosphere, staff and friends of the Society are reminded of what is all about and how
did it worked "Archimedes" in its 40 years, fulfilling the whole "work experience" and continues to work
with the current large enthusiastic and highly professional about.
Here's how, in broad outline, it seemed.
After the cultural program (two commemorative choreographies performed by ACS "Thalia" from
Belgrade, whose troops were a few "Archimedesians") Keynotes Society president Professor. PhD
Vladimir Jankovic on previous work, results and successes "Archimedes", the "miracles in a storm," said
the professor. Bogoljub Marinkovic, director and one of the founders of the group. Of the many successful
"Archimedesians" primarily students "Archimedes" school at the ceremony were mentioned by name but a
few (see Appendix). Then some of the associates and friends, "Archimedes" in his short review, presented
an interesting impressions and reviews of the "Archimedes" and some of his workmen. Scholar Milosav
Marjanovic greeted the participants on behalf of the President of SANU of Nikola Hajdin, and then gave
his opinion on the "Archimedes", while Dragan Marinčić conveyed greetings and best wishes prof. PhD.
Tomislav Jovanovic, Minister of Education, Science and Technological Development. Then read some of
the many greetings from home and abroad, that the occasion of this anniversary, make known
"Archimedesians", associates and admirers of "Archimedes". It was followed by the award presentation
(charter and thanksgiving) to institutions and individuals for many years of successful cooperation and
contribution to the achievement of program activities and achievements of the Company (see appendix).
The ceremony ended occasional cocktail.
In the opinion of those present, it was a memorable evening.
Of course, the "Archimedes" is already going on. It began operations this year's "Archimedes"
school for young mathematicians (still not too late to enroll new students), and tonight (October 1), as the
anniversary of the "Archimedes", there are "Archimedes" 388 mathematical discussion for teachers of
mathematics. Began correspondence and Internet Mathematical Olympiad.
The attached "Little reminder" can be seen some of the amazing information from the biography
"Archimedes". At the end of the box below you can see a few photos from the ceremony. Otherwise,
spread the work and successes of Mathematics Society "Archimedes" is discussed in the appendices of the
"Archimedes" site: About us section (introductory text about "Archimedes" and brief overview of
the work) and presentation, and especially the more extensive attachment professor Bogoljub
Marinkovic under title Mathematics society "Archimedes" - contribution Education and raising offspring
Mathematics (see under NEWS) ..
Welcome to the "Archimedes"!
Belgrade, 01.10.2013.
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Awarded the
The success of the "Archimedes" is scored and the contribution made by our company have been achieved
primarily through selfless dedication and enthusiasm of its members and associates.
In recognition of many years of participation in the Company's successful collaboration and a great
contribution to the success and achievement of program activities of the Company, the Board of
"Archimedes" On the occasion of the 40th anniversary of the Society has awarded a number of awards
(Charter and thanksgiving) institutions and individuals.
Such awards were allocated before and during the celebration of the 10th anniversary and 20th
anniversary of the Society. Here are just some of the winners Charter occasion of the twentieth
anniversary of "Archimedes" who are no longer with us, and we are proud to have been in our
ranks: VladoMilanovic, professor, first president of "Archimedes", PhD. Michael ArsenovićArsa, Assistant Professor Faculty of Mathematics in Belgrade Academy Duro Kurepa, one of our most
famous mathematician.Then he got a charter and Ranko Lazic, very successful in all competitions in
mathematics and programming more as a primary school student and MG, a student at Oxford, now a
professor at the University of Warwick (England), otherwise, it is one of the "Arhimedesians" which is
always glad to remembers "Archimedes" and highlights what was the contribution of "Archimedes" their
progress.
This time, during giving charters and thanksgiving, the Board took into account the overall effect
of candidates, and especially during the last twenty years.
Charter were presented at the ceremony, as will be presented later thanks (at appropriate
occasions - at seminars or "Archimedes").
CHARTER
For the long-standing successful cooperation in the implementation of program activities MD
"Archimedes"
A) Institutions:
1. Faculty of Education, University of Belgrade
2. Chemical and Food Technology School, Belgrade
3. Children's Holiday Centre and rehabilitation of Belgrade
B) Individuals
1. Scholar Milosav Marjanovic, SANU
2. Prof. Vojislav Andric, VG and VIPOS, Valjevo
3. Prof. Vladimir Jankovic, Mat. fac., Belgrade
4. Jelena Babic, PhD. edited sequential teaching, Zemun
5. Miodrag Grujic esor Professor of Mathematics, Belgrade
6. Ruzica Kljajević cont statesman mathematics, Zemun
7. Ruzica Petrovic, cont statesman Mathematics, Belgrade
8. John Ćuković, esor Professor of Mathematics, Belgrade
9. Prof. Slavisa Prešić, Belgrade, p thum no
10. Anica Taran, Prof esor mat. Belgrade ed thum no
11. Prof. Dragan Trifunovic Belgrade, but pos thum
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SPECIAL CHARTER
For multiyear participation in the Company and outstanding service the successful realization all of the
Company's activities
1. Dragana Miljkovic-Stosic, professor of mathematics r, Belgrade
2. Bogoljub Marinkovic, Professor of Mathematics, Belgrade

THANKS
for longtime cooperation and its contribution to the activities of the Company
A) Institutions:
1 child Belgrade resort Mitrovac T ar and
2 Music School "Mokranjac", Belgrade
2 music school "Stankovic", Belgrade
3 About ary school "Drinka Pavlovic", Belgrade
About 4 ary school "Josif Pancic", Belgrade
5 About ary school "Svetozar Miletic". , Zemun
6 daily "Pr vengeance before Mr. Ice", Belgrade
7 S state Center - Congress sector Novi Beograd
8 Thirteenth Belgrade High School, Belgrade
9 Hotel "j Silver Lake", Veliko Gradiste
B) Individuals:
1. PhD. Miloljub Albijanić, prof. Mathematics, Belgrade
2. Živadin Andric, prof. EMATIK mat, Crab
3. Prof. PhD. Milos Arsenović, M at. University of Belgrade
4. Gorinka Bajic, prof. Sequential instruction r i, B elgrade
5. Mr. Vladimir Baltic, FON, Belgrade
6. Bozidar Bogdanovic, Veliko Gradiste
7. Mira Bogdanovic, H otel "Silver Lake", c. G.
8. Prof. Milan Bozic, M at. University of Belgrade
9. Stojan Velickovic, cont. EMATIK mat, Belgrade
10. Jelena Veljkovic, prof. r i. teaching, Crab
11. Dejan Vojnovic, prof. Mat EMATIK, Zemun
12. Jelena Vujoševic, prof. Mat EMATIK., Smederevo
13. Zorica Gnjatović, prof. EMATIK mat, Belgrade
14. Dragan Davidovic, prof. Mat EMATIK, Belgrade
15. Prof. PhD Mirko Dejic, the CIT. Faculty tet, Belgrade
16. Prof. PhD. Mrs. Dugošija Đo r, M at. University of Belgrade
17. Slavica Djukic, cont statesman mat EMATIK, Z emun
18. Vera Ivkovic, Professor esor mat EMATIK, Belgrade
19. Prof. Miodrag Ivović, Belgrade
20. Ivana Ilic, a professor of the Serb language, Belgrade
21. Gordana Jankovic, psychologist, Belgrade
22. Gordana Jevtic, BDL Mitrovac n t ar and
23. Mr. Dragoljub Jovanovic, PhD. Mate. Novi Beograd
24. Ljilja Jovčić, official Belgrade
25. Prof. d r George Kadijević Megatrend univ., Belgrade
26. Zora Kitanović-Filipovic, official Belgrade
27. K on May acquire, prof. edited sequential instruction, Zemun
28. PhD. Ranko Lazic, Professor. univ., Warwick (England)
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29. Mr. Nebojsa Lazovic, prof. Mat., Novi Beograd
30. Radmila Lazovic, teacher, Belgrade
31. Prof. PhD. Alexander Lipkovski, MF, B elgrade
32. Prof. Zoran Lucic, M at. University of Belgrade
33. Ljiljana Majkić, cont. Mat EMATIK, Belgrade,
34. Katica Maric, PhD. , Zemun
35. Dragan Marinčić, prof. Mat. and inform., Belgrade
36. Srdjan Maricic, prof. Computer., And inform.,
37. and Catherine M Lanović, Microsoft, B elgrade
38. PhD. Mico Miletic, PhD. Colleges, Z e mun
39. Engineer. B orivoje Miljkovic, prof. Mat., Be barrier (posthumously)
40. Marija Misic, journalist EOGRAD R adio B, B elgrade
41. Angie Nikolic, Professor of the Serb hedgehog nitrogen, Belgrade
42. Prof. T Drago. Pant, and C, Novi Beograd
43. Gold Perovic, cont statesman mat EMATIK, Zemun
44. Radmila Prodanovic, cont. Mat EMATIK, Belgrade
45. Milica Prošić, cont. EMATIK mat, Novi Sad
46. Dobrilo Radibratović, prof. EMATIK mat., Belgrade
47. Mr. Miroslav Radovanovic, Eng. Electr., Zemun
48. Spomenka Radovanovic, journalist PP, B elgrade
49. Mr. Michael Sopić, P ro f. Mat EMATIK, Belgrade
50. Gordana Stanojevic, prof. r az.nastave, Belgrade
51. Vera Stiković, Professor esor mat EMATIK, Beogr ad
52. Stosic Port, Eng. Information. tehnol., Belgrade
53. Mr. Tomislav Stosic, prof. Mat EMATIK, Belgrade
54. Prof. PhD. Ratko Tosic, Faculty of Sciences, Novi Sad
55. Dragica Trešnjak, cont statesman mat EMATIK, Zemun
56. Miladin Filipovic's degree kibern ethics Belgrade
57. Milan Saric, cont. Mate., Prince's (Baranja, Croatia)

Remark
Expansion and success "Arhimedesovih" activities have contributed to the students - successful
competitors, but they are for their success in competitions receive appropriate recognition (awards and ohva p l e),
and they do not confer special thanks. Similarly, many teachers in schools ( coordination - tori, etc.). received
adequate appreciation for the commitment and contribution pril and of carrying out the various mass actions (for
example, a Mat ical competition "Mislisha").
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LITTLE REMINDER
On the occasion of a jubilee:

40 years of the Mathematical Society "Archimedes"

From the biography "Archimedes"
"Archimedes" was established on 1 October in 1973. years (as a club of young mathematicians
"Archimedes'). So far there is "work experience" 40 years and continues to do. He worked in the former
Yugoslavia and now Serbia, mostly in Belgrade.
Activities in all sectors to improve mathematics education young generation (which are designed
system): school for young mathematicians (permanent, summer, winter, correspondence) and specialized courses,
small computer schools, the popularization of mathematics and science in general (quizzes, popular science
lectures, exhibitions, competitions), mathematical competitions (team championships Serbian schools in
mathematics, national competition "Mislisha" correspondence and intrenet Mathematical Olympiad),
professionally sophisticated new teachers (expert forums, and other specialized seminars), a specialized library
(mathematics, computer science), their own publishing (creating and issuing petty math books for students and
teachers), other operations and the appropriate documentation.
Some technical innovation was first developed and practically implemented "Archimedes" (new forms of
educational work, new types of tasks and "tools" in teaching, new forms of conferences, etc.)., And now and the
applied widely others.
The single professional association for us in that it is not in the budget and no full-time staff, and most of the
professional and other tasks are performed by experts-enthusiasts (no charge), but very systematically and
professionally.
Some Concrete results are almost unbelievable:
 29,900 members math-lovers (of which 1,900 adults);
 41,000 students in math courses and schools with about 61,500 held
classes (all levels: the older preschoolers, all grades primary and secondary schools);
 6000 students correspondence school of mathematics;
 4,400 teams in 74 tournaments with a mathematical about 20,000 competitors;
 224,000 participants in the competition "Mislisha" for 8 years;
 13,000 students in other competitions (Olympics correspondence and Internet);
 1,900 to 1,100 teaching seminars and conferences over
76,000 teachers present;
 a library with 26,500 books and 5,500 periodicals;
 published 370 titles of various handy publication for students and teachers
in circulation about 2.43 million copies.
The successes of young people "Arhimedesovaca" - participants' Arhimedesovih "schools and specialized
courses vanih:
holders of awards in math competitions of all kinds and levels;
Over 80% of all medals in international math contests high school (over 15 years) won the
"Arhimedesovci."
Publicity in the media: inadequate importance of what "Archimedes' works and achieves
the last fifteen years, the publicity is sporadic.
Source: Official documents and site "Archimedes": www.arhimedes.rs
Belgrade, 30.09.2013.
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Some well known youth "Archimedesians"
Of the many successful "Archimedesians" (primarily students "Arhimedes’" school for young
mathematicians), let us mention a few, roughly chronologically (1973  2013)
Nikola Miljkovic (A prizewinner at all levels of mathematical competitions for two years graduate study in
mathematics and electrical engineering, he went to America), Mirjana Spasojevic (multiple winner on the former
national competitions in mathematics, and also won the medals at the International Mathematical Olympiad for two
years, graduated from the Faculty of Mathematics in Belgrade, now based in London) Milos Arsenovic (Ph.D.,
University of Berkeley, now a professor of mathematics cal Engineering in Belgrade and a regular contributor to
"Archimedes"), Mladen Despić (diplo peace and Ph.D. from the University of Berkeley and stayed there), Ranko
Lazic (Oxford genius in "Arhimedes’" school from the fourth grade until I left for England in 1991. since the
second grade, High School of Mathematics, a prizewinner at the federal and international competitions in
mathematics and computer science, PhD at Oxford University and now a professor at the University of Warwick
(England).
There is also a very successful "Arhimedesians" of the last decade of the last century: Đorđe Milicevic, Marko
Stosic Jelena Spasojevic, Dusan Djukic, Ivan Matic, Nikola Petrovic (Owners of many medals from
mathematical competitions at all levels, now graduate mathematicians, all working in abroad at prestigious
universities or institutes), and then the "Archimedes" Olympic athletes at the beginning of this century: Vladimir
Lazic, Tatjana Simčević, Milivoje Lukic, Milan Novakovic, Alexander Pejčev, Marko Radovanovic, and
others. Later, they went to their job Uros Rajkovic, Đorđr Baralić, Igor Kabiljo and "Arhimedesians" in recent
times (the last decade), the owners of medals from the International Mathematical Olympiad: Marija Jelic, Dusan
Milijančević, Luka Milicevic, Teodor von Burg, Michael Cekić, Vukasin Stojisavljević, Jovan Tanasijevic,
Luka Vukelic, ...
Among them is Theodore von Burg, certainly the most successful competitor in the history of
mathematics competitions the braking, since the beginning of the gifted child, who was the first serious
mathematical steps did exactly the "Archimedes’" school for young mathematicians (as a preschooler, then 1  5 .
edited. elementary school), and later as a student of mathematics cal in high school was "Archimedes’" Olympic
Group through "Archimedes" participated in three finals (Summer Conference) International Mathematics
Tournament of Towns and won top honors, and on a pile of medals at various competitions all levels and not
speeches.
Let us add that those "six magnificent" (we do not mention their names), now studying at Cambridge, were also in
the "Archimedes’" school for several years (some 7-10).

 It should be noted that almost all of the above and many other successful "Archimedesians" were regular
students of the Mathematical High School in Belgrade, but even before the entry into the prestigious school or
other secondary school as their full-time students, a few years ago (one of the first grade) and further attended
"Archimedes’" school and there certainly learned a lot. However, the contribution of "Archimedes" their successes
in public is usually left unsaid.
Without exaggeration, we can say that the "Archimedes" a kind of source of young successful lover
of mathematics, which have become and are becoming well-known mathematicians, engineers or experts in
other fields. Of course, there should not be inferred that their success is credited to a "Archimedes", but is
no doubt that his contribution is very significant.

Belgrade, 30 September 2013.
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